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The year in figures:
One to one casework support:
• 222 cases worked (196 RHSS:26 MIAH)
• 6995 casework hours (6445 RHSS: 550 MIAH)
• 54 families and 122 individuals, from 27 nationalities speaking 27 different languages
Cultural Kitchen:
• 25 fortnightly kitchens run, 60 people on average attending (participants from 45 nations)
• 1500 meals served, 6 volunteers (average) per session
Student Involvement:
• 16 Students on placement – 12 UK and 4 International.
• 2 disciplines – Social Work and Occupational Therapy.
• 1349 University level placement days
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‘In times of change, the learners will inherit the earth while the knowers
will find themselves beautifully equipped
to deal with a world that no longer exists’ (Eric Hoffer)
This year has brought an almost unprecedented pace and scale of change. Environmental disasters
in New Zealand and Japan have been a reminder of the transient and fragile nature of the comforts of
‘western civilisation’. Continuing conflict around the world displaces countless individuals and
families who seek refuge wherever they can. The global economic downturn and change of UK
government have prompted tighter border controls, cuts across all public services and the loss of
many voluntary sector providers as funding streams dry up.
People granted leave to remain have to
compete in a shrinking job and housing
market where their experience and
education is largely unrecognised. As a
society undergoing such major change, we
have much to learn from the resilience of
people who have already confronted the
loss of everything they know and love.
START’s unique structure as a nonhierarchical organisation harnesses the
rich potential of student professionals.
They work alongside refugees at all points
of their journey to full social integration,
focusing on aspirations and strengths;
finding enterprising solutions to difficulties and obstacles. The organisation’s strong value base and
learning culture has brought both local and national recognition. I hope you enjoy reading this report
and feel inspired to be part of a community learning that aspires to build a more equal humanitarian
society.

Avril Bellinger – Chair of Students and Refugees Together (START)
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Our mission is to work with members of the black and minority ethnic communities in Plymouth
supporting people in making their transition from ‘those in need’ to ‘contributors’ to their local
community. We have pioneered a unique and innovative work model that utilises the skills and
strengths of student learning together with refugee resilience to address some of the injustice,
remove some of the blocks that stops transition and integration happening.

‘All the service users, without exception,
have taught me something valuable:
resilience, patience and about human
capacity to endure...has made me reevaluate my role as a social worker and I
leave START with more knowledge and a
broader outlook on life’
1st Year MA SW student
In 2011, this model has enabled START to
remain relevant, innovative and fresh. We
are valued as a knowledgeable service by
the refugee communities and are seen as
an exciting and challenging placement
setting students on professional courses.

Our approach is to recognise the strength and skills people have and facilitate using those skills in
problem solving and solution finding. It is a journey travelled side by side in an increasingly hostile
environment where more and more resources are being reduced or have disappeared altogether.

We offer a range of one to one support options; from the weekly Job club drop-in to case work
support through the RHSS service, and a varied selection of ‘out and about’ community based
activities; from the renowned Cultural Kitchen to the service user-led table tennis group. We see that
supportive individual work is enhanced when coupled with good community work. Inversely gateway
activities offer a non-threatening route into peer support and at times individual casework support.
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The ‘One to One’ services
These are available to people who are at any stage in their refugee
journey from having just been granted leave to remain to those with
British citizenship. In this age of austerity and recession, those in
society who are starting with nothing are the most vulnerable to policy
changes and find themselves living in an increasingly hostile
environment. We aim to maximise the opportunities and remove as
many barriers as possible.

The Refugee Housing Support Service (RHSS)
This valued and successful support service, offers holistic and person
centred support, to all refugees living in Plymouth. This can be those
who have just received the exciting news that they have been granted
status, or those moving for the second or third time, and include those
who now have British citizenship.
Managed by the START and Path partnership, we take a sensitive and
thoughtful approach to an individual’s presenting needs. The work
centres around overcoming the issues that arise from starting again on
leaving the asylum system and grappling with new processes and
rules.
Our initial focus is accommodation based – finding somewhere to live,
but will quickly include maximising income, finding work, living
healthily, and becoming part of a new community as well.
All 16 students on placement became competent caseworkers
committed to delivering this responsive service. Our strength is in our ability as a team to learn from
and respond to political and economic changes so that the service remains valued, committed and
relevant. Our success at this is evident in the support shown during the service user consultation.
‘START has been exceptional, particularly as I have a large family. Their help went a long way to
make the transition period a lot easier’
- RHSS Service User
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We have maintained our good relationships with housing providers at all stages of the single
homelessness pathway from the homelessness teams to direct access hostel provision to third stage
housing and landlords, both in social and private sector. We have developed specific protocols with
peer providers that aim to improve the service offered to the client, whilst removing barriers and
duplication of work.
We have delivered over 6400 casework hours during the year, an effective 11% over and above our
contractual commitments. 196 clients were supported with 146 being referred and accepted on to the
service during this year. More than 72% of clients successfully acquired secure and safe
accommodation on exiting the service: 72% of those were within the private rented sector.
From Service User feedback: How well did we do?
‘5/5- keep up the good work. God bless!’
‘I think you’ve done the best for me-please help everyone else the same!’
‘As far as I am concerned –keep it up what you have and what you do for people’
‘Thank you for calling me and asking about my welfare. Everything is good now and I’m safe’
‘5/5- I’d like to thank everyone at START – everyone was friendly’
Commissioned by the Supporting People team and in its fifth and final year, the service was due to
end on the 31st August 2011. A new floating support service, if still needed in the city, would be
commissioned during the year. However, in the autumn of 2010, the Supporting People team
conducted a public consultation on the value and need for a specialist housing service for refugees
living in Plymouth. The result of this feedback was overwhelmingly positive and lead to the existing
service being exempt from these processes until 2013. We negotiated a new contract, which begins
in September 2011, effectively securing the RHSS service until March 2013.
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Migrant Impact Access to Housing (MIAH)
In August 2010, START successfully negotiated a continuation of our MIAH service; a low level
tenancy support service aimed at the broader migrant community, as part of the city’s second year
Migration Impact Fund. We were then able to provided further support to migrants accessing
appropriate housing options and support them in maintaining their subsequent tenancies. In doing so,
we cemented our close working partnership with the Homelessness team at Plymouth City Council,
and built good relationships with other BME organisations in the city. The service ran from September
2010 through to March 2011.
27 clients accessed and sought advice from MIAH service. Of these, 26 clients (8 families and 18
individuals) were offered a tenancy support service through MIAH. All clients presented as either
needing support in finding and/or maintaining safe and secure accommodation. 81% clients were
able to maintain safe and secure accommodation through this service, of which 72% were tenancies
in the private rented sector. We provided 550 casework hours, averaging 18hrs support each week.
The following case studies highlight the kind of work that was undertaken:
Case Study 1: Young British Citizen, Chinese, Female
The client was referred to MIAH through Housing options at Midland House. She had been sofa surfing since
separating from her partner. She had very little English, no support networks and she presented with physical
and mental health issues. She need support to access appropriate benefits, find suitable accommodation and
reduce her sense of isolation. The MIAH worker helped the client to access medical advice and supported her
to access the right benefits. Private rented accommodation was found and Housing Benefit is in now in
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payment. The client was encouraged to get involved in various social
community activities and has made links with the Chinese community in
Plymouth, reducing her sense of isolation.
Case Study 2: Refugee Family, Asian, Male
The client and his family, having lived in London for a period of time, decided to
return to Plymouth. He approached START directly and was referred into the
MIAH service. He needed support finding and moving into private
accommodation, and accessing schools for his children. The MIAH worker
helped the client with these issues. The family have now settled and are
enjoying life in Plymouth. Having been dispersed to Plymouth originally, the
client felt his networks and support were in Plymouth hence his return.

Job Club
The ‘Job Club’ has become an important and necessary service offered
by START. It is part funded through a two year grant from LloydsTSB
Foundation for England and Wales. Initially the sessions were fortnightly
for refugees who were currently supported through our casework
services. However due to the increasing need by the community the
sessions became weekly in November.
We have run 45 sessions throughout the year with an average
attendance of 7 refugees per session. Over 50 different individuals have
used the drop in for support. The sessions are run by 3-4 placement
students, supported by the management team. The sessions offer one to
one support looking at job searching, CV writing, ‘describing you and
your skills’, using the telephone, applying for jobs and complying with
their job seeker contract. It leads to a better understanding of
mainstream systems and the specialist language used.
Job Club has become a valued space where refugees can access
support to job search, ask appropriate questions and develop self
confidence away from the Job Centre. It gives space, time and is at
times supported by interpreters so that the client can fully understand
the processes and the contract they hold. Broader discussions among
attendees have also focussed on wider issues: housing and benefits,
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discrimination and racism, education and qualifications, children and families, and cultural
differences.
The welfare changes brought in by the coalition government; the continuing drive to reduce the size
and cost of the welfare state, has meant that the refugee community on leaving asylum support is
faced with having to engaging with a benefit system that has become less accommodating and more
draconian. Those refugees, now job seekers, need to compete in an increasingly competitive job
market and prove their determination to find work. Getting the right job seeking contract and agreeing
job seeking tasks that are realistic and achievable is key to successful engagement with this process.
Next steps, CSW and the Job Centre plus (JCP) have attended some of the sessions. Next steps
have offered a tailored CV writing support to individuals. ‘Attending the START Job club’ is a listed
activity recognised by the JCP as part of job searching requirements.
The continuation of this service at START has raised awareness within the organisation of the
changing needs presented by the people we seek to serve. It has improved our response to a service
user’s needs, as well as provide greater opportunities for students on placement at START to meet
their academic and professional learning needs.

Reducing destitution during transition: Migration Impact Fund (MIF)
As part of a broader range of measures that sought to reduce destitution within the migrant
communities in Plymouth, START managed a fund that addressed some of these issues. There were
three main strands to the scheme:
•
•

•

Firstly, direct destitution support through the purchase of 400 food parcels distributed
through DCRS food scheme.
The second strand bolstered destitution schemes run through the Red Cross. This
included a pilot that offered families a bridging loan whilst waiting for non-means tested
benefits to come into payment.
And thirdly, a ‘Moving’ fund, managed directly by START. This enabled us to better
facilitate the move from homelessness to permanent accommodation and reduce
potential for hardship and destitution during that process. START supported 60 cases:
17 families and 43 individuals in this way.
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Access to the ‘Moving’ fund followed strict criteria and was underpinned
through support planning within our casework processes. The funds were
used to remove some of the financial blocks that inhibited people from being
able to find accommodation. This included: grants for rent in advance to
secure private rented accommodation where alternative funding was not in
place, support with agency fees to secure private rented accommodation, van
hire, storage costs and financial support to get a few items of basic furniture.
In each case a failure to intervene would have resulted in loss of potential
accommodation and an extended period of homelessness and destitution for
the client.
Case study 3: Migrant Male, Kurdish, Homeless, Single.
The client made a self-referral to START on receiving a positive asylum decision.
The client has limited spoken English, and no personal finances. On leaving asylum
support, He was spending periods rough sleeping, ‘sofa surfing’ with friends, and
was effectively homeless. The client made a homelessness approach but was
unsuccessful for in statutory terms, the client was not deemed to show enough
vulnerability for statutory support. START helped the client to access JSA and look
for private rented accommodation. The client was keen to stay in Plymouth and has
good community links within the Kurdish community. He experienced extreme
destitution during this period as JSA, his only means of income, took over 6 weeks to
come into payment.
MIF destitution funds were used to secure private rented accommodation in the form
of a repayable grant for the first month’s rent in advance. He also accessed food
parcels from DCRS.
The client is now managing his tenancy well, his benefits are in payment and is
looking for work, the prospect of which has been greatly improved through having
safe and secure accommodation. He has also repaid the grant we gave him.
Case study 4: Migrant Family, Black African, 1 Adult 3 Children.
Family was granted refugee status in spring 2010 and presented for referral to RHSS
service for one to one support. On exiting the asylum system, a RHSS caseworker
supported the family to make homelessness approach and apply for all appropriate
benefits. This transition period involved the family moving from asylum
accommodation to temporary housing to their final permanent home. At the same
time, the family experienced extreme destitution whilst waiting for child tax credits
and child benefit to come into payment.
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MIF destitution funds were used to augment the support given: to fund bus tickets that enabled the children to
remain in their original school whilst moving around the city, providing some stability for the children during this
transition. The family accessed food parcels from DCRS and a van was hired for the final move.
These interventions reduced the levels destitution experienced and enabled the family to utilise their resources
more effectively, ensuring a more successful transition and settlement.

For START, this has been a great opportunity to channel resources to some of the most destitute
members of our society, and to highlight the diverse nature of our work and to strengthen our
partnerships with other third and public sector organisations in a sustainable way.

‘Out and About’ community work
At START we offer an integrated range of services that enable refugees to access the support and
advice they need when they need it. The ‘Out and About’ projects are our gateway activities that
enable information exchange, access for low-level support and collective learning to take place.
During 2010, we were fortunate to have successfully attracted two specific streams of funding that
supports these projects:
•

•

Firstly a small Mental Health and Wellbeing grant that addressed some of the difficulties very
isolated refugees may face and enabled us to encourage those people to engage and attend
our ‘out and about’ projects.
The second was a three year Henry Smith Charity grant that funds the core organisational
costs of offering such a range of community work projects – in effect ensuring that START can
continue to do this kind of work in the future.
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Cultural Kitchen
Every two weeks around 65 people, from over 45 nationalities speaking over 20 different languages,
representing followers of most faiths and creeds get together to socialise and share a healthy meal.
The Cultural Kitchen (CK) continues to be that popular and valued event, providing a safe space for
asylum seekers and refugees in Plymouth.
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The evening follows the general format of arts and craft activities and table tennis whilst the food is
being prepared. A communal meal is then shared. The kitchen is overseen by Gislaine De Souza,
who organises whoever wishes to volunteer to cook on a specific night to produce an eclectic menu
of cultural dishes throughout the year. The food reflects the cultural diversity of those attending and
can result in some surprising menus: spicy African chicken and rice with a Greek salad rounded off
with apple crumble and custard! The food is always delicious and tasty.
‘Meeting friends...I try new food from different countries…time out! - the only way for me to chill out’
Cultural Kitchen attendee 2011

Students on placement at START organise and run many aspects of the cultural kitchen as part of
their professional learning. They continue to bring the enthusiasm, ideas and drive making the
Kitchen fresh and exciting. This process has ensured that the Kitchen, as an event, has remained
relevant and supported by the refugee communities too. Community volunteers have continued to
support and offer their skills to the Kitchen. Many have done so for many years, long after being
granted leave to remain and some long after gaining British citizenship. This investment of time and
skills by the community has enabled the kitchen, started in 2003 to exist in 2011, its ninth year!
‘Thank you for the lovely food - I like the chicken curry best!’ - Cultural Kitchen attendee 2011
‘It is the exchange of ideas through discussion between people attending there - making new friends’
- Cultural Kitchen attendee 2011
The refugee communities in Plymouth have grown and developed along cultural, nationality and
religious lines. As the communities grow, through those seeking asylum being dispersed to Plymouth,
differences emerge and have become more obvious and apparent. The Cultural Kitchen is important
for we offer a neutral non-religious, multicultural space where everyone, regardless of background, is
welcomed.
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Highlights of this year have included:
•
•

•
•

The massive show of solidarity within the Refugee communities; together we bid farewell with
music and food to Refugee Action, who closed their Plymouth office in September 2010,.
The importance of the Kitchen as a space for new refugee community organisations to form
and grow; the Zimbabwe Women’s group used the Kitchen regularly to meet and then join us
for the meal after.
The promotion of healthy lifestyles; the school of dentistry in Plymouth did a series of oral
health promotions at the kitchen which included a free check up service too.
Celebrating our 8th Birthday during Plymouth’s annual refugee week festivities.

‘Thanks for everything. I really enjoyed every single minute!’ – Refugee attending Cultural Kitchen
(June 2011)

Cultivating Communities - Allotment Project
Having a place to think, reflect, escape and dream is important to all of us. If you are isolated in an
unfamiliar country where you have little control or influence over what happens in your daily life; you
may carry the burden of why you fled, who you left behind and the trauma of getting to the UK; such
a breathing space can be vital. Through our Cultivating Communities - allotment project, situated on
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Central Park in Plymouth, we offer such a space.
‘Find out my skills, nice place – quiet, new cultures, new countries, new plants and meet new people’
– keen allotment attendee and volunteer (August 2011)
Throughout the week, individuals can work the soil, grow food and harvest the produce and come
together for a weekly community session where START’s students and volunteers attend. These
sessions happen every Thursday from 11am to 2pm and a communal lunch for people to share is
offered, supplemented by allotment produce! It also acts as a supportive route into the project for
anyone who hasn’t been before, a time to share skills and knowledge and good volunteering
opportunities too.
During the past year, the project
has had over 15 attendees with
5 refugees attending regularly
each week. Each session has
been supported by 4 regular
volunteers and over the year all
START students have attended
as part of their learning.
For START, the allotment year
begins in February with a regular
trip to the Eden Project in
Cornwall and ends in October
with a ‘big dig and bed clear’
ready for winter. We have had a
successful growing year: beans,
marrows and potatoes have
been star vegetables, eaten and
enjoyed at the Cultural Kitchen.
‘I find gardening relaxing and like growing own vegetables...enjoy the way i decide what to grow, not
pushed to do anything...very relaxed environment’ – vegetable grower at allotment (2011)
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Soft Creations
Ina similar way to the allotment project, Soft Creations is all about offering a valuable informal space,
where women and their preschool children can meet to talk and practice their English skills, meet
friends, find solutions to some of the practical daily problems they face such as budgeting and paying
bills, share information and news with others whilst completing sewing and craft projects.

This year, the sessions have run every Tuesday afternoon at the Sherwell United Church Hall during
school term time. Over 50 women have attended, speaking many different languages, supported by 3
regular volunteers and 6 students. Some of the women bring along their own sewing to do, be it
mending clothes or making soft furnishings and there is always a group project on the go to give new
comers something to get involved in.
Again this year, Playback Theatre has run a number of well attended sessions giving women the
opportunity to share some of their stories and feelings. The women have supported START at a
number of city-wide events; International women’s day and Refugee Week.
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Table tennis
This is a monthly meeting where some of the men who play table tennis at the Cultural Kitchen get
together and travel to Calstock, in Cornwall, to play table tennis there. Started in 2010 as a studentled initiative, the group has become predominately self organising...
We go Calstock on second Tuesday every month. There are about 12 people (sometimes more!) in
our group. We all meet at Plymouth train station and get the train to Calstock at 6.20pm. We arrive at
6.55pm. We play table tennis with some people Calstock. They are very friendly people. We have a
drink together and talk about lots of different things. We have a good time with them and enjoy it
when we are there. Sometimes they have festivals and events which we go to. This is great because
we get more information about their customs.
We think that is very good for us because we don’t have family here and it is a good way to make
new friends also we can get information from our environment and that help to improve English
language. In the end we like to say thank you to START and Rosie Brennan for this group.
-

the Table Tennis group
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Student Placements 2010 – 2011
University/College
Plymouth
Plymouth
Plymouth
Plymouth
Esslingen - Germany

Discipline
BSc Social Work – Stage 3
BA Social Work – Stage 2
MA Social Work – Stages 1 and 2
Occupational Therapy – 2nd and 3rd Year
Social Work

No. Students
1
3
4
4
4

Did the placement meet your expectations?
‘My placement at START met my expectations. I was aware of the incredibly busy nature of the
agency beforehand and this helped me prepare for my time there. I enjoyed the autonomy of an
individual workload and taking responsibility for this’ - 1st Year MA SW student
‘It was a great ‘role emerging’ placement. I had the chance to gain knowledge of refugee life...build
local networks with other agencies...and develop my time management skills. My professional
development has been enhanced’ - 3rd Year OT student
‘I really didn’t know what to expect at START but it has been a fantastically interesting experience –
and a big learning curve!’ - 1st Year MA SW student
Yes 100%...and more. It was a great learning experience and i met some great people’
- 2nd Year OT student
What skills do you feel you have developed during the placement?
‘Advocacy, exploring my creativity and gaining confidence in my ability’ - 2nd Year MA SW student
‘I developed better communication skills and a more detailed knowledge of immigration, housing and
benefit law’ – 2nd Year BA SW student
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‘I learned a lot culturally. I learned how to
speak and listen to individuals, how to work in
a team and support each other and to share
information’ - International Social Work student
‘My time at START was in my opinion the
complete experience. The oppression and
discrimination, this particular service user
group face on a daily basis, was and is greater
than I could have imagined. Working at
START provided me the opportunity to utilise
my skills to advocate on behalf and with many
asylum seekers/refuges to help empower them
and hopefully lead onto independent living. I
continued after my placement into a paid role
throughout the summer and continued my
experience in this unique environment of
learning. START and the management team are very knowledgeable and have vast experience and
understanding of what a student requires to be able to succeed whilst on placement. I felt indeed,
very fortunate to have been as part of this experience and my gratitude to the staff there is
unquestionable. This is an opportunity to be able to start and complete a piece of work, which
in today's social work environment very rare. START is the ultimate learning experience.’ – 2nd Year
BA SW student.

Partnerships and collaborations
In an era of austerity and service cuts, we need to nurture the sophisticated networks we have in
order to guarantee a sustainable future for START. Through our collaborations with statutory and
voluntary agencies, we are able to grow our success in offering the widest informed choice to those
we support, and promote greater understanding and learning in others of the issues refugees face in
our society.
START and SIFE: Students in Free Enterprise (SIFE) adopted START as one of their collaborative
projects in 2011. The mutual relationship grew and developed. For START, this relationship gave
access to a broad network of talented and skilled students tasked with developing a sustainable
future for third sector organisations. Our ‘Friends of START’ package was overhauled and re19

launched. The SIFE team also arranged an awareness raising event that exposed our work,
alongside other SIFE projects to a wider business audience. The event also raised funds for START.
‘I have really enjoyed working in a multi-collaborative approach with other agencies, mental health
professionals, health visitors and other professionals. This has expanded my knowledge
considerably’ 1st Year MA SW student
We provided small placement opportunities to undergraduate medical students and dentists, bespoke
refugee awareness training, and are active participants and encourage students to take part in a
variety of events throughout the year: Refugee Week, International Women’s Day, and volunteer
week. At every point, we have encouraged the participation of community members to work
alongside students.
‘Working with other students in the agency was brilliant as they gave real insight into both the
practical work and the academic work. They provided an excellent sense of support’
1st Year MA SW student

In July 2011 won the award for practice learning at the Social Policy and Social Work innovation in
learning and teaching awards 2011. Nominated by Plymouth University’s social work practice
learning team and supported by current two students connected to START, we gained recognition for
our outstanding innovations in supporting learning and teaching.
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START continued to play an active role, participate fully, and provide secretarial
support for PASRC; an association of three unique and individual refugee
organisations in Plymouth. The collaboration enabled stronger communication
and a sense of solidarity between the three agencies at a time when many
resources are being withdrawn and services cut. In March the three year service
level agreement with Plymouth City Council Social Inclusion Unit came to an
end.

The following are a few of the many organisations that, through partnership working collaborations or
signposting to, contribute to our success:
Path, Supporting People, DCRS, Refugee
Action,
Refugees
First,
PCC
Homelessness Unit, PCC Housing dept.,
PCC Social Inclusion Unit, Amber
Initiatives, Citizens Advice Bureau, the
Ship hostel, the Salvation Army, Harbour
project, Money Advice Plymouth, the
Foyer, the Red Cross, PDREC, Shelter,
Devon and Cornwall Housing, Colebrook
Housing, Signpost Housing, Tamar
Housing, The RSS (formally known as
Path deposit guarantee scheme), Open
Doors international School, ASR Mental
Health Team, Plymouth City College,
Plymouth Homes 4 let, Kew-5, the Food
Bank,
Nomomy
Children’s
Centre,
Plymouth Guild for Volunteers, Time together, Language and Lunch, Calstock table tennis club,
British Trust Conservation Volunteers (BTCV), V-involved, Diggin’ It, the Eden Project, Devon and
Cornwall Police Diversity Team, Sherwell United Church, The University of Plymouth, Merrivale
Butchers, Playback theatre, TR 2, the Barbican Theatre, Harvest home…
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Financial Statement: Summary of Accounts
START annual accounts are independently audited in accordance with current Charities Commission
guidelines. Full accounts are available on request.
Income:

£
st

Expenditure:

£

Operational obligations carried fwd 1 Sept 2010

22954

Salaries, on-costs & pensions

98606

Grant- Lloyds TSB Foundation for England and Wales

6500

Interpreters, training & professional fees

7515

Grant - Henry Smith Charity

19700

Buildings – rent, utilities, insurance

23719

Supporting People contract – Path-RHSS

41131

Travel expenses

2464

Supporting People contract – START-RHSS

97991

Office supplies and services

14781

Migration Impact Fund – MIAH

12000

Depreciation

728

PCC SLA – PASRC

11199

Charitable activities – Community Work

6238

Northcott Devon Foundation

1500

Cultural Kitchen donations

691

Charitable activities – Casework Support

8406

START donations

1732

Path - RHSS

41131

Student placement fees

7350

Northcott Devon Foundation

1500

Activities to generate funds: Invoices & fundraising

27190

Friends of START

300

Investment income and interest

86

Gift Aid

414

Total:

250738

Total:

205088

Operational obligations carried forward - Restricted
Operational obligations carried forward – Unrestricted
General Reserve
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11439
14211
45000

START is supported by and/or has received funds from the following organisations this year:

Sherwell United Church and kind donations

Thanks
We would like to acknowledge the hard work of all students, volunteers, community members
including Helen Lee, Heath Baxter, and Liz Dyos (summer case work staff), Nan Aye and Perouz
Bavari (Volunteers) and Dan and Jen of the SIFE team. We would like to thank all those who have
supported START’s work this year and those who have volunteered their time and skills to START
and START activities.
Thank you for the work you have done.

Contact Details:

People at START:
The Management Team
Susie Dent, Janet Hamilton and Isaac Kelly

Unit 4 HQ Building, 237 Union Street,
Plymouth, PL1 3HQ

The Trustees:
Avril Bellinger – Chair
Allan Foad – Secretary
Frank Clements – Treasurer
Viv Horton and Deirdre Ford

Tel:
Fax:

01752 255200
01752 668826

info@studentsandrefugeestogether.com
www.studentsandrefugeestogether.com
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